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here..There’s an old comedy sketch that plays off a pun, making a point about American history. If you’ve been paying attention, you know that Donald

Trump’s behavior—both his words and his deeds—plays off the style of Richard Nixon, a president who is trying to move into a more conservative direction.
There are ways to see that Trump has somehow adopted the Nixon persona as an unofficial theme for 2016, and the latest piece in that trend is Trump using
Nixon’s famous formulation, “I am not a crook,” to deny he is doing anything illegal. As we’ve reported in the past, when Trump was doing the rounds in the

1980s to seek a job at NBC, which had just merged with a small company that owned the Trump Plaza casino, the casino owner had a meeting with Trump. At
that meeting, Trump proposed that he would settle for a lower job title, and the casino owner thought it was a joke. Then Trump assured him, “I’m not going
to do anything dishonest,” as if reading from Nixon’s book. In fact, Trump has borrowed some of Nixon’s words to describe his conduct and his intentions. As

The Atlantic’s David Graham wrote last week, he has accused Hillary Clinton of “criminal” and “political” sins and said that “Crooked Hillary Clinton” is no
longer simply “disloyal” to the United States. He uses Nixon’s story often, as he has done when listing reporters who wrote negative stories about him, the

Washington Post and New York Times, calling them “enemies.” He has said the nation has “lost” nearly 3 million “good manufacturing jobs” (compared to just
1 million) and added that his plan for bringing them back is “very simple.” He insists that his wealth taxes will not “drown” the middle class—Nixon said much
the same thing. And he has generally contrasted his open-ended plans with Clinton’s detailed agenda—another borrowing from Nixon. Nixon and Trump are

very similar in some ways.
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Scottsdale turns into a nasty grind session by Matt Wilson
Scottsdale had a nice run of solid winter weather in recent

years, so the ground was in great shape for the fireworks at
the Scottsdale Center for the Performing Arts. Unfortunately,
the wet and mild nights caught up to everyone on New Year’s

Eve, and a few people were injured in the process. The Phoenix
Police Department took more than two hours to respond to

calls about a fight and stabbings on Fourth Avenue. When they
arrived on scene, they found the victim in a heap in the wet
grass, covered with blood. A youth, identified by police as a

juvenile, had been stabbed in the hand; the victim of another
fight was hit in the leg, and another male victim sustained

injuries to his head and face. The victim in the hand was taken
to Scottsdale Healthcare Osborn where he was treated for non-
life threatening injuries. The victim in the leg was evaluated at

Scottsdale Healthcare Flagstaff and booked into jail for
investigation of aggravated assault. The victim in the head and

face was taken to Scottsdale Healthcare Osborn, and police
said his injuries are still being evaluated. While some of the

incidents occurred before the fireworks and implied the
suspects were using the party as cover for an impending

attack, police advised people to “remember to watch out for
friends” and follow the example of several people who called
911 while still under the influence of alcohol and drugs. New

Year’s is associated with drunken debauchery, and it’s possible
some e79caf774b
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properly in the water and to keep him from drowning in the
fish bowl. Oldest, largest, and longest running. sandbars
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Headers LS03 - LS?. My sister in law and I got to thinking of
doing a conversion project with her Ls and then thought of
you since we both seem to love. Hoblin v Tarrytown Cent.

Sch. Dist. (2015 NY Slip Op 09023) Hoblin v Tarrytown Cent.
Sch. Dist. 2015 NY Slip Op 09023 Decided on December 8,
2015 Appellate Division, Second Department Published by
New York State Law Reporting Bureau pursuant to Judiciary

Law § 431. This opinion is uncorrected and subject to
revision before publication in the Official Reports. Decided
on December 8, 2015 SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF
NEW YORK Appellate Division, Second Judicial Department

PETER B. SKELOS, J.P. LEONARD B. AUSTIN SANDRA L.
SGROI SYLVIA O. HINDS-RADIX, JJ. 2014-05045 (Index No.

4056/12) [*1]Ernest Hoblin, et al., respondents, vTarrytown
Central School District, et al., appellants. Joseph L. Ramona,
Jr., New York, NY, for appellants. Hechtman Law Firm, LLP,

Great Neck, NY (Gary R. Hechtman of counsel), for
respondents. DECISION & ORDER In an action, inter alia, to
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recover damages for personal injuries, etc., the defendants
appeal from an order of the Supreme Court, Westchester

County (Abrams, J.), dated November 21, 2013, which
granted the plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment on the

issue of liability, upon a jury verdict, to the extent of
awarding the plaintiff Ernest Hoblin damages in the

principal sum of $12,250, and from an order of the same
court dated December 12, 2013, which denied their motion
for judgment as a matter of law or, in the alternative, for a
new trial or to set aside the verdict, and a motion by the

plaintiff Ernest Hoblin to amend his special
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